Forced Ventilation Units

Info 2-part forced ventilation units (FBI),
Type MW, RBK, Z-RBK, R-RBK data sheet Mb 0M, 1M, 0K, 1F, 1R

External cooling (FBI) consisting of fan head item 1 and extension item 2

Our forced ventilation units type MW, RBK, Z-RBK and R-RBK consist of a Ventilation head Pos.1 and an extension (fan cowl adapter) Pos.2

The adaptors/extensions can be delivered in our standard dimensions or according to customer requirements.
Unless otherwise requested, the adaptor is mounted together with the fan head.
Resellers or stockists can purchase ventilation heads and extensions separately. You can reduce your storage costs with our individual system of various lengths and motor brands.

Exchanging the adaptors is easy with any given fan head size and type.